
Language Translation 
Module

• Helps pharmacies meet state regulations 
on translation requirements

• Automatically prints translated prescription 
label and auxiliary warnings

• Ensures consistent and accurate 
translations

ScriptPro’s Language Translation Module, powered by RxTran, integrates 
with SP Central Pharmacy Management System to translate SIGs, 
enabling your pharmacy to better serve its Limited English Proficiency 
customers and meet state regulations.

Workflow for SIG translation is easy – simply enter the SIG free-hand or 
use SIG codes, and if the patient requires a translated SIG, the information 
is sent to RxTran. The SIG is then normalized, and once accepted, the 
translated SIG is returned to SP Central. The translated SIG automatically 
prints on the prescription label and Rx paperwork and is viewable in the 
software. With the Language Translation Module, you no longer need to 
rely on pharmacy staff to translate SIGs, thereby ensuring consistent and 
accurate translations every time.

Additionally, ScriptPro also automatically prints the translated auxiliary 
warnings, along with a line drawing and description of the pill, to further 
promote patient safety.

Language Translation Module presently offers the following languages for 
SIG and auxiliary warning translation:

Contact ScriptPro if you are interested in a language not shown!
 • Arabic • Korean
 • Chinese (Simplified) • Portuguese
 • Chinese (Traditional) • Russian
 • French • Spanish
 • Greek • Tagalog (Filipino)
 • Haitian Creole • Vietnamese
 • Italian

About ScriptPro

We create innovative, seamlessly-integrated 
robotics and workflow systems that optimize 
pharmacy services. As patient care progresses 
from inpatient to outpatient and long-term 
care settings, the need for advanced systems 
to support medication therapy is evolving. 
Our solutions include strategic planning and 
financial management services that help health 
systems succeed in a dynamic and financially 
challenging environment.

Features and Benefits

Sample Label in French
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